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A large number of e-commerce website and app users abandon their session before
completing their transaction. Marketers can target these users by merchandising the
content related to their browsing and searching history, or their cart contents. Marketing
messages can be composed using a combination of Retargeted content (the items that the
user already saw and abandoned), & related recommendations (similar items, e.g. best
sellers in the same category/brand). Targeted emails created in this way can convert as
much as 30-50X the conversion rate of newsletter emails.
There are various ways in which you can merchandise re-targeted content along with
related recommendations:
» Retarget Cart Abandoners with cart content, along with recommendations of
best-sellers from the same sub-category as the cart item
» Retarget Browse Abandoners with items browsed by the user, along with items
purchased by others after browsing these same items
» Retarget Search Abandoners Retarget search abandoners with the best search
results for a recent search performed by the user
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5 Steps to Retargeting with Related Recommendations
Here is how you can start merchandising retargeted content along with
related recommendations:
1. Track views/searches/cart-updates/conversion events etc. in
real time: Since retargeting is based on a recent intent ,
aggregating data in real-time is the key to timely engagement
2. Determine the behaviors you want to retarget: Select the
behaviors you want to retarget against: e.g. abandoned cart,
abandoned search, abandoned browse. For each behavior, plan
the manner in which you intend to select the related
recommendations
3. Plan the type of related recommendations for each behavior:
For each type of retargeting, plan the type of related
recommendations you would like to showcase. If you are unsure,
select two or more types of targeting to test
4. Set up templates: Create content templates for retargeting, with
additional recommendations, over emails, push notifications or
other forms of marketing
5. Test & scale: Test by sending out retargeting with
recommendations to small audiences on one channel, and
eventually scale it to larger audiences on every channel

Retargeting and Recommendations With Blueshift
Blueshift makes it extremely easy to launch various forms of retargeting with
recommendations, on multiple channels including emails and push notifications.
First, create a dynamic segment of users you would like to target:

Then, customize your marketing templates using one of Blueshift’s several
personalization options, including multiple forms of retargeting:

Launch & Measure Campaigns In Real Time
With Blueshift, you can launch & test retargeting and other automated campaigns instantly,
and track real-time results:

Blueshift is already integrated with your favorite marketing tools: tag managers, ESPs, push
notification providers & more:
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